
WINCHESTER PARKING AUTHORITY 
September 22, 2016 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Dick Helm, Kim Burke, Mike Miller & Howard Manheimer 
     
OTHERS PRESENT: Samantha Anderson, Eden Freeman & Jennifer Bell 
 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER  
 

Chairman Helm called the meeting to order at 7:32 a.m. at which time it was 
determined a quorum was present.   

    
II. REVIEW OF AUGUST 2016 MEETING MINUTES 
 

The minutes for August 2016 were submitted by Chairman Helm and, without 
objection, were unanimously approved. 

 
III. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT FOR AUGUST 2016  
 

Anderson reported the following: 
• Loudoun AP:  Have received the new DVR unit and have installed.  We have 

also hired a contractor and working with the arborist to trim the five trees along N. 
Loudoun St and the large bush on the corner of Fairfax and N. Loudoun due to 
sight concerns.   

• Braddock AP: As Anderson mentioned last month working with Dr. Cleland as 
he has completed two drawings in order to make repairs at Braddock. We have 
requested quotes from four companies.  Estimates for the roof wall repairs range 
from $59,220 to $20,010.  We have received one estimate back for the joint 
repairs and roof wall repairs of $47,750 (not to exceed amount). The WPA 
agreed to move forward with the repairs as $50,000 was budgeted for capital 
maintenance repairs this fiscal year.  

• George Washington AP:  The window pass through has arrived and the 
installation date is next Monday, September 26.  It will take approximately 8 
hours for the install. We have also developed signage in regards to a reminder to 
lock your vehicles and will install those signs soon.  The individual who was 
breaking into vehicles was spotted on Sunday, September 11 in the afternoon 
when Anderson was on site due to the power outage.  Anderson was able to 
contact the police who issued a no trespassing order against the individual. In 
regards to the power outage, we experienced a 3 hour outage from 8:30 am – 
11:30 am and will soon experience a 12 hour outage. We do not have a date yet 
concerning the 12 hour outage but we will have a staff member on site.  The 
battery backup for our equipment will only sustain for 3 hours therefore all gates 
and paystations will be turned off as well as our computers/servers.   

• Court Square AP:  We have installed a new DVR unit at Court Square.  
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• Parking lots:  Anderson worked with contractor and arborist on September 14 to 
complete tree trimming on Hable and Palace lots.  

• Truck update:  In the process of purchasing a new truck. As discussed two 
months ago the EMV prototype is not available currently and the WPA has 
approved the purchase of a new truck.  Thus far the lowest price is $33,769 
including plow and plow package, snow and mud tires already installed. We had 
budgeted $35,000 for the EMV upgrade this fiscal year but WPA approved to use 
those funds to purchase a new truck since the EMV prototype is not available.  
We are currently checking on the state contract to see what other options are 
available and pricing.  

• Market Street United Methodist Church:  working with church representatives 
as parking along Cork Street at the church is not metered or signed.  They have 
requested that the handicap space on the corner of Cameron St and Cork St be 
relocated onto Cork Street due to the tree blocking the sign.  They have also 
requested several loading zones.  The WPA could meter the remaining spaces 
as they are in the metered zone. The church also requested that the garages be 
open free on Sundays. Anderson has requested to meet with church 
representatives to discuss parking in this area before any changes occur.  

• Completed updating parking meter map and have submitted that to the GIS 
coordinator to make additional edits.  This map will show how many meters we 
have in the city, how many are digital and mechanical and the street locations. 
We hope to have the map published soon for the public which also includes 
handicap spaces and loading zones.   

IV. REVENUE REPORT FOR AUGUST 2016 
Miller reported the grand revenue total for August 2016 was $117,910, an increase 
of $31,316 or 36% in comparison to August 2015.  Total hourly revenue for August 
2016 was $26,093, an increase of $3,575 or 16% in comparison to August 2015.  
Rent revenue for August 2016 was $66,005, an increase of $25,729 or 64% in 
comparison to August 2015. Total meter and fine revenue for August 2016 was 
$25,205, an increase of $1,505 or 6% in comparison to August 2015.   
Miscellaneous revenue for August 2016 was $379.  Validation coupon revenue for 
August 2016 was $228.  Total hourly parking tickets for August 2016 was 14,095 
displaying an increase of 467 tickets in comparison to the previous month.  At the 
end of August 2016, there were 971 spaces or 70% total utilization of spaces being 
rented at all four parking garages with a total of 429 spaces available for rent. Of the 
429 spaces available for rent, 266 spaces were located on the roof and 163 spaces 
were located undercover.  Garage breakdown of available spaces for rent was 
Loudoun Autopark having 155 spaces, Braddock Autopark having 58 spaces, Court 
Square Autopark having 106 spaces and GW Autopark having 110 spaces.  At the 
end of August 2016 the total revenue for FY 2017 was $216,927 or 6% increase in 
comparison to the previous fiscal year. 
 
Helm asked Anderson how the monthly space rentals were broken down at 
Braddock as he noted that on the executive summary there were 58 spaces 
available.  Anderson responded on the monthly parking report there are 41 non- 
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reserved spaces available, 3 spaces available in the 24/7 (red block) and 14 
available spaces in the business block (blue block).  Helm noted that this was a 
good month for revenues and reminded the Authority they should look at averages 
not monthly revenues when discussing rate increases.  

 
V. OLD BUSINESS 
 

1. Celebracion:  Hable parking lot update  
Anderson provided an update in regards to Celebracion utilizing the Hable parking 
lot on Saturday, September 17.  Anderson reported she was contacted by a 
merchant on the southend of the Mall concerned that the event organizers were not 
putting any vendors or activities on the southend of the Mall but utilizing the Hable 
lot for vendor parking.  Then on Saturday, September 17 the same merchant posted 
on Facebook that the Hable lot was not being utilized for vendor parking but the 
barricades were still up on the parking lot and customers were complaining about 
the lot being closed.  Anderson reported she was contacted by David Smith the 
event organizer and discussed the issue and he reported that he would make other 
vendor parking arrangements next year and not utilize the Hable lot.  Bell mentioned 
that the Hable lot is very important to the southend of the Mall and that vendors 
vehicles could be stored elsewhere and not a location that affects customer parking.  
Helm agreed and suggested the possibility of utilizing the Palace lot instead.  Helm 
mentioned that the WPA should be sensitive to this issue as the southend of the Mall 
has limited parking resources and suggested that the WPA ask event organizers if 
they are utilizing the southend of the Mall before deciding upon Hable lot requests in 
the future. Helm also mentioned that it is important for turnover of metered parking 
and to seize additional public parking resources if an opportunity presents itself on 
the southend. 
 
VI. NEW BUSINESS 

 
1.  Parking Committee Discussion  
Anderson mentioned that Manheimer is willing to serve and organize the parking 
committee. Burke mentioned that the parking committee was very positive about 
parking and understood reasoning about parking changes and parking opportunities.  
Burke mentioned that the previous committee discussed extending metered 
enforcement on Saturdays and pay by cell.  WPA agreed they would like to see the 
original parking committee members be included then add additional new members 
if needed. 

 
VII. ADJOURNMENT 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:51 a.m.  The next 
meeting of the Winchester Parking Authority is scheduled for Thursday October 27, 
2016 at 7:30 a.m. in the Conference Room at the Winchester Parking Authority Main 
Office located in the George Washington Autopark. 
  
Respectfully submitted, 
Samantha Anderson 
WPA Director  
Minutes Approved: _________________________ 
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